Committed to being the central gathering place for Jewish life, learning and culture on the North Shore

At a glance
The Jewish Community Center of the North Shore is
committed to being the central gathering place for
Jewish life, learning, and culture on the North
Shore; offering enriching experiences to strengthen
Jewish identity and connection to the state of Israel;
enhancing all members’ social, physical,

CHALLENGES
With the significant rise in targeted violence against houses of worship across
the United States, JCC North Shore has consistently worked to implement
solutions to keep their community members safe. With special consideration
for protecting the children, and following the Tree of Life shooting in
Pittsburgh, the JCC began to look for crisis response solutions.

educational and spiritual lives; and strengthening
their relationship with the community at large.

JFK NORTH CAMPUS SOLUTION
Implementing Critical Incident Response Technology throughout the facility
to quickly notify security and/or law enforcement of an incident, along with
the address and location within the building.

The JCCNS is an award-winning community
center welcoming families from across the
North Shore. They offer enriching programs
and services for everyone in the family. As
such, safety is top of mind for the organization.
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BENEFITS
Incident is Reported Immediately
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When immediate action is needed to tend to the situation, the process
must be simple and concise. This significantly reduces response time
from Security and Law Enforcement while also notifying all those under
attack within the organization and building.

Communication is Clear and Redundant
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Reliable and redundant methods of alerting persons who are in danger, as
well as providing the fastest notification to security and law enforcement
by communicating directly with police and security dispatch.

Saving Time Saves Lives
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The approach focuses specifically on accelerating notification time to and
expedited response from law enforcement and crisis first responders.
Responders know what is happening, where it is happening, who it is
happening to and help is on the way immediately.

www.asralertsystems.com

